IT Service Management Board Charter

**Purpose**
The purpose of the IT Service Management Board is to focus on the operational coordination of information technology (IT) services at the University of Washington, including to:

- Ensure alignment of UW Information Technology (UW-IT) services with UW strategy and priorities, based upon strategic direction received from the IT Strategy Board and prioritization from the IT Service Investment Board.
- Optimize the design, delivery, operation, and sourcing of IT services.

**Scope**
The scope of the IT Service Management Board is the services in the UW-IT Service Catalog, including end-user-facing services and services intended for “distributed” IT staff.

**Responsibilities**
- Determine the appropriate introduction and sunsetting of UW-IT services based upon both value and costs.
- Optimize the design, delivery, operation, and sourcing of services, including determining the appropriate definition for UW-IT end-user services and determining the appropriate services for University IT staff, including shared services and commodity services.
- Conduct an annual review of the UW-IT Service Catalog and provide recommendations to the IT Service Investment Board for adding, changing, and removing services and for any associated recommended changes in investment levels.
- Review major UW-IT services and make recommendations to the Vice President for UW-IT and CIO for service life-cycle improvements, including changes and enhancements to service design, delivery, and operations that will improve the value of the service to the University community.
- Provide recommendations to the Vice President for UW-IT and CIO for IT service management process improvement efforts.
- Inform the UW-IT Service Investment Board about operational issues related to the UW-IT Service Catalog and escalate issues as appropriate.

**Structure**
The IT Service Management Board is one of three IT governance boards:

- **IT Strategy Board** provides strategic direction on information technology at the University of Washington.
- **IT Service Investment Board** makes recommendations about services provided by UW-IT, including priorities and funding levels for major UW-IT projects.
• **IT Service Management Board** ensures alignment of UW-IT services with institutional IT strategy and priorities, as identified by the other two governance boards, and optimizes the design, delivery, operation, and sourcing of those services.

The IT Service Management Board is guided by direction on strategy from the IT Strategy Board and by direction on priorities from the IT Service Investment Board. IT Service Management Board also brings issues and recommendations to the IT Service Investment Board for its consideration.

**Background**

**IT Service Management Board**

There is a spectrum of choices for delivering IT services to end-users—at the personal level, where end-users may elect to bring their own devices and to find their own services; at the local unit level; at the school or college level; at the central level (UW-IT or UW Medicine); or from outside the UW (cloud or other external provider). The optimal delivery spot depends on the type of IT service, and it adjusts as the technology landscape and the needs of students, faculty, researchers, and staff change. Thus, agility is key to delivering IT services successfully to the University community.

In order to be most effective, the members of the IT Service Management Board need a common framework for discussing the management and coordination of IT services. This framework provides a shared understanding and vocabulary, and it helps central and distributed IT staff to be agile enough to shift the delivery of a service to the optimal spot on the delivery spectrum.

The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is the service management framework used by UW-IT, and it will serve as the common framework for the IT Service Management Board. It is therefore necessary for IT Service Management Board members to have a solid understanding of ITIL. ITIL is about best practices—done in a rigorous, comprehensive, and well-integrated way—and a well-defined vocabulary. Its implementation is based on common sense.

**IT Governance Structure**

The establishment of three boards to govern IT at the strategic, project, and service levels is intended to make decision-making about information technology across the University more comprehensive and holistic. It also recognizes that investments in IT are to a certain degree fungible between funding for new projects and capabilities and for enhancements to existing services.

This new structure builds upon what has been working within the UW-IT governance structure over the past three years, while providing greater clarity in roles and responsibilities. The IT Service Investment Board replaces the IT Cost Oversight Group, which in turn replaced the President’s Working Group on Information Technology. The new structure broadens the role of the IT Service Investment Board to include the entire UW-IT project portfolio. In establishing the IT Service Management Board, the new structure formalizes a role for both University IT staff and administrators in reviewing and making recommendations about the provisioning, delivery, and management of UW-IT services. The IT Strategy Board is a new group that is being added to focus specifically on the most strategically important IT issues facing the University.

The IT Service Management Board continues the work started during the Campus IT Costing study and follows up on certain of the recommendations from that study.
Membership
The IT Service Management Board is comprised of 15 to 18 members including, in approximately equal ratio:

- Academic unit IT directors or managers
- Academic unit administrators
- UW-IT directors with responsibility for management and delivery of key services

The manager of UW-IT Service Management and Planning serves as an ex-officio, non-voting member.

The IT Service Management Board is advisory to the Vice President for UW-IT and CIO, and to the IT Service Investment Board.

The term of appointment is two years, with approximately half of the academic unit membership rotating out and being replaced each year.

The Chair of the IT Service Management Board is appointed annually by the Vice President for UW-IT and CIO.

Training and Support
Technical participants must have completed ITIL Foundation training. Administrative participants must be familiar with ITIL concepts.

The IT Service Management Board is supported by the Office of the Vice President for UW-IT and CIO.

Meetings
The IT Service Management Board meets monthly.